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Civil department organized expert lecture on subject

“SHEAR WALLS” for Degree Civil Engineering Students on 27th January, 2015.

Prof. Kuldeep Nayi welcomed Mr. Jignesh Pavar (General Manager) and Mr. Nitin Sidhpura (Structural Engineer) from “COFFOR India” and experts shared their knowledge on ‘SHEAR WALLS’ and also enlightened students and faculties about the technology of Coffer panels.

Following Topics were discussed in their lecture:

- Shear Walls & Structure Design
- Building Oscillation
- Importance of Shear walls in Earthquake prone area
- Various Architectural Aspects
- Monolithic Structure design
- Construction Management and challenges in the same
- Automation in Construction techniques
- Application of Shear Walls

Following faculties were present at lecture:

Prof. Kuldeep Nayi, Prof. Shweta Yadav, Prof. Yash Bhvsar,

Prof. Drupad Dodiya, Prof. Tulsishyam Oda, Prof. Viki Patel, Prof. Mihin Desai.
Dr. Samir Patel (Principal) addressed Experts

Mr. Nitin Sidhpura (Structural Engineer)
Mr. Jignesh Pavar (General Manager, COFFOR INDIA)

Students of Degree Civil Engineering
At the end of the expert lecture, the students were very much enriching with the technical knowledge shared by the expert. The oral feedback from the students was taken and response was very good. Also they have discussed their questions with experts.
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